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Support a Lifelong Love of Spanish

Your students will fall in love with languages as they gain speaking confidence, intercultural competence, and personalized learning experiences with ¡Qué chévere!

¡Qué chévere! is a 4-level Spanish language solution with a blended approach that’s designed for grades 6–12. Our diverse textbooks, workbooks, and supporting digital content are standards-aligned and include dynamic tools for listening and speaking, interculturality, and differentiation.

Each resource is flexible, so you can teach your way. Easily differentiate instruction and the learning experience for all students, including heritage and native speakers. Students build their confidence, language abilities, and intercultural competence by working in all three modes and all four skills. Manage how they interact with content as they independently explore and practice in a safe, online learning environment as they prepare to use language in the real world.

Middle school students begin with Levels 1A and 1B, 9th-12th grade classrooms will delve into Levels 1–4, and AP® Spanish Language and Culture students will appreciate Level 4’s ability to meet their needs.
Boost Student Confidence

Students build speaking and listening confidence with multimodal tools, extensive input, and practice opportunities in our online learning environment. Students have access to flashcards, videos for vocabulary in context, listening comprehension activities, read-alouds, news, and more.

- **Unrivaled opportunities for listening:** ¡Qué chévere! offers more listening assets than any other Spanish program, so your students can truly immerse themselves in the language.
- **Performance:** This tool allows you to easily assign speaking activities to the whole class at once and administer oral proficiency tests to assess student performance.
- **Flipgrid by Microsoft:** This fully-embedded tool helps students build skills, confidence, and community by recording responses and discussions directly in the platform. Videos can be shared with teachers and classmates, who can post responses.

**Customize the Content**

¡Qué chévere! is the only Spanish program that gives you access to all four levels of content, so you can curate material to support and challenge your students at just the right level. Assign activities from any level, unit, lesson, or resource of the program to meet your students’ needs across various skill and proficiency levels.
Easy Differentiation

Meet your students where they are with resources ranging from explicit grammar instruction to Integrated Performance Assessments. Our Pre-AP® activities, Social-Emotional Learning Activities, project-based learning, and Authentic Resources workbook allow you to truly differentiate to meet students where they are and level them up along the way.

Immerse Your Students in Culture

Beyond geography and population facts, students build intercultural competence with content embedded throughout the units by connecting with products, practices, and perspectives of target cultures, while also reflecting on their own cultures. ¡Qué chévere! provides a vast library of leveled digital readers and accompanying audio to engage students with classic stories, new adventures, and cultural themes. Students continue to discover culturally-immersive content in iCulture, a continuously updated, multimodal library of videos, news, articles, and songs. Ample opportunities for language input in a cultural context help students truly engage with Spanish-speaking cultures to build interculturality as they gain a deeper understanding of themselves and their role in the world.

Providing meaningful proficiency-based instruction is more accessible than ever with the use of Carnegie Learning’s online learning environment. Tools like Performance and iCulture help to facilitate authentic language learning while saving teachers precious planning time.

Melissa
World Languages District Facilitator and Teacher
Insider a Unit

Units present a scaffolded approach to interpretive, interpersonal, and presentational communication and reading, writing, listening, and speaking skills. Students are presented with a balanced approach to language learning and supported along the way as they encounter and produce language. All units are grounded in cultural context and lead to communicative activities that present real-world language tasks.

¡Qué chévere! is developmentally appropriate for the age and stage of learning, supported by Can-Do statements, and encourages a collaborative classroom community. It’s designed to accommodate students at all levels through pair activities, role plays, group activities, and projects. You can also create project-based modules based on proficiency levels. Units and accompanying resources incorporate authentic materials, skill-building practice, performance-based tasks, authentic language, and meaningful assessments to help your students gain proficiency in Spanish.

More to Meet Your Needs

Meaningful Assessments

Unit tests, lesson quizzes, oral assessments, and Integrated Performance Assessments give you actionable insight into students’ learning needs while preparing them for national proficiency exams.

Performance-Optimizing Tools

Students work towards performance and proficiency using our most popular resources: Pre-AP Reading, Pre-AP Listening, Pre-AP Speaking, digital IPAs, project-based assessments, and many more.

Prepare for the AP Exam

Preparing students for the AP Exam is easier than ever. Beginning in Level 1, students work through AP-designed tasks in all three modes. Our Level 4 book gives your students AP practice exams and an AP practice workbook to get them ready for the test.

Support for Spanish Speakers

Support your native or heritage speakers with En voz alta, Español para hispanohablantes, a unique resource that deepens and enhances language learning through differentiation.
¡Qué chévere! Program Components

Resources, which vary slightly by level, are all available in digital format. All of these components, including teacher and student resources, six digital workbooks, and digital assessments are delivered in the online learning environment.

### Student Resources

#### Self-Guided Resources

*Linked directly in Student Edition*

- Videos de vocabulario en contexto
- Flash Cards (Quizlet)
- Grammar Videos
- *El cuarto misterioso* Video Episodes
- Juegos
- e-Visuals
- Online Pre-Tests
- Sing-Alongs

#### Student Activity Resources

*All accessible and assignable online*

- Student Edition*
- Workbook*
- Grammar and Vocabulary workbook*
- Listening Activities workbook
- Pre-AP Listening and Speaking workbook
- Pre-AP Reading workbook
- Authentic Resources: Using Videos to Strengthen Communication workbook
- Video Activities *El cuarto misterioso* workbook
- AP Language and Culture Exam Preparation workbook

### Teacher Resources

#### Teacher Activity Resources

*Available for download and printing*

- Social-Emotional Learning Activities
- Communicative Activities
- TPR Storytelling
- Middle School Activities
- Middle School Bridge

#### Assessments

- Unit Tests
- Lesson Quizzes
- Integrated Performance Assessments
- Digital IPAs
- Portfolio Assessment
- Proficiency Rubric
- Edulastic Online Assessments (test generator)
- AP Practice Exams

#### Teacher Support for Spanish Speakers

- *En voz alta* Teacher's Guide
- *En voz alta* Assessments
- *Materiales para hispanohablantes nativos*

#### Teacher Planning Resources

- Annotated Teacher's Edition
- Standards Correlations
- Can-Do Statements
- Lesson Plans
- Vocabulary Lists

### Support for Spanish Speakers

- *En voz alta* Student Edition*
- *En voz alta* Workbook*
- *En voz alta* Additional Activities

### Digital Content Libraries

- eReaders
- iCulture

*also available in print

Help your students make cultural connections, gain speaking confidence, and fall in love with language with this immersive learning program.

www.carnegielearning.com/samples
Beyond ¡Qué chévere!

Want to provide a blended learning program across more languages? You'll also like our high-quality blended solutions for French, German, Chinese, and Italian. We also offer supplemental solutions for cultural immersion resources, exploratory classes, and visual learning.

Learn more at:
www.carnegielearning.com/solutions/world-languages

En voz alta
Español para hispanohablantes

En voz alta, Español para hispanohablantes is a 3-year blended solution designed specifically to meet the needs of Spanish speakers in grades 6–12. En voz alta celebrates students’ unique backgrounds and the role that Spanish plays in their lives, while addressing a range of proficiency and performance within each level.

The Tes branché? series is full of interesting content and modern language that is highly engaging for both my students and me. The series does a superior job of integrating French culture from France and also many other francophone cultures from around the world.

Julie, Teacher

The Tes branché? series is full of interesting content and modern language that is highly engaging for both my students and me. The series does a superior job of integrating French culture from France and also many other francophone cultures from around the world.

Julie, Teacher

Language is limitless

Join a growing community of passionate world languages educators like you who are helping their students embrace new cultures, discover worlds outside their own, and love language.

Join the community:
www.carnegielearning.com/languageislimitless